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February Report 
March 9, 2016   

 

I presented my results and the virtual anatomy school at a well-attended seminar in WITS 

university Johannesburg 3rd February 

On 18th -19th February I presented a paper on the virtual campus and the convergence of 3D 

technologies at the 12th International conference on Technology, Knowledge and Society at the 
Faculty of Social sciences at the University of Beunos Aires. 

I now have two honours students working on different aspects of this project 

 

Rachel Gerginis is working on the use of augmented reality in anatomy teaching 

 

Rachel Catterson is working on the use of the Second Life virtual campus for teaching 

 

Ryan Godsell has now got the oculus rift 3D glasses working with Second Life on both the MAC 

and PC platform. We have specified a computer suitable for running this system and will order it 

soon (to be placed in the dissecting room where students can access the machine). 

I have also repaired the ultrasound machine that Jane pillow kindly sourced from us when RPH 

was renovating its machines, I have had that repaired (at considerable expense $6000 from my 

own funds shared with the school) and hope to integrate it with our teaching.  I have made 
contacts with a Cardiac Ultra-sonographer who will assist us with training for this project. 

 

http://blogs.uwa.edu.au/smbunt/2016/03/09/hello-world/


Second Life & A Virtual Ultrasound 

Machine 
May 16, 2016   

My name is Rachel Catterson and I am currently working on an honours project with supervisor 
Stuart Bunt. 

In my project, I am working to create a virtual model of an ultrasound machine, which will be 

situated on UWA’s virtual campus in Second Life. The model will be designed to teach students 
how to use the ultrasound machine before they come to class. 

I am working with Jonathan Knispel to create the virtual model. I am also learning scripting in 

Second Life to be able to animate the model. 

A Virtual Ultrasound Machine: June 

Update by Rachel Catterson 
June 23, 2016   

 

I have built a model of an ultrasound machine in the virtual world Second Life and scripted the 

model to be interactive. 

When students touch a button on the control panel, four changes occur to show the function of 

each button: the image screen changes, a label appears over the button, a short description of its 

function appears in the chat feed, and a longer description is provided via a notecard. 

I have also attended sessions with ultrasonographers to learn how to perform musculoskeletal and 

cardiac ultrasound examinations. The knowledge gained from the sessions has been used when 
developing the virtual model. 

June Blog by Rachael Gerginis 
July 5, 2016   

 

I am producing a mobile application based on augmented reality  for students. This mobile 

application will be platform agnostic. In particular, the mobile application will be used in 

conjunction with the ultrasound machine. This application will teach students the physiology of 

blood flow and demonstrate the link between physiology and pathology. In particular, the 

application will be able to superimpose a description of the knobs relevant to generating a 

Doppler ultrasound in a blood vessel. The application will also highlight important information 

that is observed on a Doppler ultrasound scan. In addition, the application will superimpose 

ultrasound scans that are observed in a patient with a disease (e.g. atherosclerosis, thrombosis). 

This effectiveness of this application will be determined via testing on first year medical students 

(IMED4107). It is anticipated that using this application will make it easier for students to use the 

ultrasound machine to conduct a Doppler ultrasound scan. Furthermore, students will be exposed 

to a clinical technology and shown how it can be used in a clinical setting. 

http://blogs.uwa.edu.au/smbunt/2016/05/16/second-life-a-virtual-ultrasound-machine/
http://blogs.uwa.edu.au/smbunt/2016/06/23/a-virtual-ultrasound-machine-june-update/
http://blogs.uwa.edu.au/smbunt/2016/07/05/june-blog-by-rachael-gerginis/


 

Currently, Human Ethics Approval is in the process of being completed. Upon approval, students 

enrolled in IMED4107 units will be recruited for participation. The instrument tools (satisfaction 

survey, technology questionnaire, pre-test and post-test knowledge assessments and other 

supporting documents) have been developed. In addition, recruitment methods, which include 

posters, presentations and lms announcements have been created. In terms of mobile AR 

(augmented reality) application development, the prime focus is on design, with an emphasis on 

storyboarding and high fidelity prototyping. Simultaneously, the ultrasound machine is being 

used and Doppler ultrasound scans (and the relevant physiology from these scans) are being 

conducted. This not only serves to familiarize the researchers with this difficult machinery, but is 

imperative for the appropriate design of teaching plans. 

August Progress Report – there is now an 

ultrasound machine in Second Life! 
September 16, 2016  

  

 
Our Giant skeleton outside the Virtual Campus Anatomy School (resulting from a competition 
funded by an ISL grant) 

 
One of the more interesting entrants was this one from Sean, it is an interactive animation where 
a person is placed on an imaging machine that then scans his body 

Rachel is working with this developer to improve the animation to make it more realistic and 
demonstrate the basics of ultrasound in action 

  

http://blogs.uwa.edu.au/smbunt/2016/09/16/august-progress-report-there-is-now-an-ultrasound-machine-in-second-life/
http://blogs.uwa.edu.au/smbunt/files/2016/09/Skeleton_001-p2z08d.jpg
http://blogs.uwa.edu.au/smbunt/files/2016/09/Snapshot_001-1lqjqal.jpg


 

 

 
Rachel Catterson has completed the “virtual ultrasound machine” in Second Life. It is interactive, 

if students click on the buttons they change the screen (as they would in real life) 

If you would like to see this for yourself and try it out (the whole point is that you cannot break 

anything before using the $60,000 real machine) 

Here is the SLURL (a URL but in the second life virtual world – you will need to sign up (free) if 
you have not done so already – and pick an avatar) 

Second Life Ultrasound Machine SLURL 

Notecards appear and are given to the students to keep telling them what each button is for and 

what it does (this is, believe it or not, called “knobology). 

Knobology and ultrasound 

The IT group that picked this project (Dan Campbell, Alexander Fletcher, Craig Dutton, Luke 

Devenish, Jake Weiner and John Perrone) have submitted a working specification document as 

part of their project (“Deliverable A”) and have moved to the production phase (“Deliverable B” 
the contract with the clients (Rachel and myself) has been signed). 

http://maps.secondlife.com/secondlife/Munford/232/50/33
http://www.anatphysus.org/wp-content/uploads/Introduction-to-Ultrasound-Hoppmann.pdf
http://blogs.uwa.edu.au/smbunt/files/2016/09/Snapshot_003-p7cx1z.jpg
http://blogs.uwa.edu.au/smbunt/files/2016/09/Snapshot_004-21g6fs0.jpg
http://blogs.uwa.edu.au/smbunt/files/2016/09/Snapshot_002-160xfb0.jpg


They will be producing an augmented reality app using Vuforia to allow students to hold a “pad” 

up to the machine and “see” overlaid on top of the knobs information and instructions floating in 
space. 

I just found this which is a different approach 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=excr2SdRLpk 

Haven’t found any doing what we are though – AR for the “Knobology”.  With all the confusing 
knobs and labels on an US machine it is definitely needed though! 

Ryan Goodsell has worked out how to get my Oculus Rift working with second life (although it 

is a bit clunky – even Linden Labs has admissted so and is going over to a new platform for 

virtual reality – we will have to hope we can migrate our content and do not have to start all over 
again). 

This does not convey the feel of VR – you can turn your head look around and it is all in 3D but 
shows what each eye sees 

 
Interesting note: there are lots of 3D models of US machines on turbosquid but SL will not let 
them be imported for fear of copyright restrictions. 

http://www.turbosquid.com/Search/Index.cfm?keyword=ultrasound 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=excr2SdRLpk
http://www.turbosquid.com/Search/Index.cfm?keyword=ultrasound
http://blogs.uwa.edu.au/smbunt/files/2016/09/OculusUSmachine-1im8rlm.jpg
http://blogs.uwa.edu.au/smbunt/files/2016/09/US3Dmachinesturbosquid-2847ntx.jpg


Rachel Catterson wins top poster prize for 

her poster on “Virtual Ultrasound for 

Anatomy”December 13, 2016   
 

Sponsored by this grant from the Education Futures Rachel and I attended the 13th ANZACA 

Conference – at Australian National University Medical School, Canberra, Australia 

ANZACA is the Australia & New Zealand Association of Clinical Anatomists.  Rachel 

unanimously selected by the jury Rachel won the $1000 prize for best educational research poster 

for her poster entitled “Virtual Ultrasound for Anatomy (Exploring the Potential of Second Life 
for University Education)”. 

 
 

Rachel Catterson has just finished her Honours in the School of Anatomy, Physiology and 

Human Biology. In her project Rachel developed An exact “virtual” functioning copy of the 

ultrasound machine we use for teaching living anatomy in our dental, podiatry and science units. 

This real machine is expensive and complicated to use. Students can use Rachel’s “virtual 

machine” in UWA’s virtual campus in Second Life. Accessible over the internet, this means that 

students can learn and practice using the machine at a time and place of their choosing before 

they use the real machine in the laboratory on campus. If they have access to virtual reality 

goggles such as the Oculus Rift, they can have a totally immersive experience where they feel 

themselves actually sitting in front of the machine and operating the various knobs. The screen 

responds by showing appropriate images, just as it would on the real machine. 

In addition, a group of IT students John Perrone, Alexander Fletcher, Jake Weiner, Luke 

Devenish and Dan Campbell have developed an augmented reality app to work with the machine 

in the laboratory. By holding a pad over the machine, it recognizes the knobs and superimposes 

information and labels on the complicated keyboard, reminding students what knob does what 

(there is a term for this called “knobology” believe it or not!) 

 After this training students are then ready to use the machine on each other to record such things 
as ligament movements and blood flow in the living patient. 

 

http://blogs.uwa.edu.au/smbunt/2016/12/13/rachel-catterson-wins-top-poster-prize-for-her-poster-on-virtual-ultrasound-for-anatomy/
http://blogs.uwa.edu.au/smbunt/files/2016/12/CzNknhFUoAAeP9H-19kg2ze.jpg

